Weaver Hoist/Leaver
The next step in the Weaver Snap Davit System is now ready for your boat.
The Weaver Hoist/Leaver system will allow you to pick up your dinghy and
motor at the same time using our foot or hand operated hydraulic hoist.
Picking from the Leaver bracket that your dinghy motor is attached to, the
dinghy raises at the same time as the motor is swinging out over the swim
platform. After the dinghy and motor are brought into the vertical position,
the hoist remains hooked up to the dinghy/motor. You will need at least one
stand-off bracket at the bow of the inflatable for more stabilization.
To go along with the new Weaver Hoist/Leaver we are also offering a Heavy
Duty model of our davit heads with a Quick Kit for the extra weight of the
boat/motor assembly. We have a wider longer bracket to spread the weight
on the swim platform. The Transom and Front Arc also have been redesigned
to accommodate the new Weaver Hoist/Leaver System.

“So easy a 5 year old
can do it”

Weaver Industries, Inc
6570 W Boekel Rd
Rathdrum, ID 83858
(800) 367-4062 • (208) 687-3982
Fax: (208) 687-0782
Please go to www.weaverindustries.com to see our new web site

Weaver Hoist
The Weaver Hoist is a hydraulic hoist system with a foot or hand pump. By pumping
the cylinder with your foot or hand you raise the dinghy on your Weaver Davits to a
vertical position. You twist a valve to slowly lower the dinghy using the dinghy
weight. The boom will fold back onto itself for a compact unit on the swim platform.
Weaver is using a marine grade hydraulic oil that is safe for the water environment.
The Weaver Hoist is made from stainless steel, marine grade brass, comes with a
lifetime limited warranty and made in the USA. The Weaver Hoist can be used with
any of our davit systems and with the standard or model 3 Weaver Leaver.

Works with
your existing
Weaver
Products!
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